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Abstract
Locusts possess a bilateral pair of uniquely identifiable visual neurons that respond vigorously to
the image of an approaching object. These neurons are called the lobula giant movement
detectors (LGMDs). The locust LGMDs have been extensively studied and this has lead to the
development of an LGMD model for use as an artificial collision detector in robotic applications.
To date, robots have been equipped with only a single, central artificial LGMD sensor, and this
triggers a non-directional stop or rotation when a potentially colliding object is detected. Clearly,
for a robot to behave autonomously, it must react differently to stimuli approaching from
different directions. In this study, we implement a bilateral pair of LGMD models in Khepera
robots equipped with normal and panoramic cameras. We integrate the responses of these LGMD
models using methodologies inspired by research on escape direction control in cockroaches.
Using ‘randomised winner-take-all’ or ‘steering wheel’ algorithms for LGMD model integration,
the khepera robots could escape an approaching threat in real time and with a similar
distribution of escape directions as real locusts. We also found that by optimising these
algorithms, we could use them to integrate the left and right DCMD responses of real jumping
locusts offline and reproduce the actual escape directions that the locusts took in a particular
trial. Our results significantly advance the development of an artificial collision detection and
evasion system based on the locust LGMD by allowing it reactive control over robot behaviour.
The success of this approach may also indicate some important areas to be pursued in future
biological research.
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1. Introduction
Animals often possess incredible sensory systems that allow them to detect the details of
their environment. These systems enable animals to react quickly and appropriately to
any changes in the environment that their sensory systems detect. Some of the most
important environmental stimuli are attacking predators and in many animal species
sensory and motor systems have evolved to help them detect and evade these kinds of
approaching threats (for example, Wine and Krasne 1972, Camhi et. al. 1978, Robert et.
al. 1981, and Gnatzy 1996).
The same is not true of the artificial sensors used in robotic control. For autonomous
mobile robots, the ability to avoid collision and interact with the dynamic environment is
an important one and, often, several kinds of sensors - including visual, ultrasound, infrared, laser, and mini-radar (for examples see Everett 1995, Adams 1998, Manduchi et. al.
2005) – are used to mediate these interactions. Of these, vision is best able to provide a
broad array of environmental information simultaneously in real time, but unfortunately,
traditional segmentation and registration based computer vision methodologies cannot
cope with the degree of complexity in the visual world for real time collision detection
applications (Yue and Rind, 2006a). It is still very difficult for a robot to run
autonomously without collision in complex, outdoor environments without human
intervention (Indiveri and Douglas 2000, DeSouza and Kak 2002) partially because the
robot can’t make a fast, reactive decision on how to behave when faced with a particular
threat A potential solution to these shortcomings is to mimic the behaviour of animals
which have relatively simple collision avoidance behaviours, but make rapid decisions on
how to direct them when needed.
Locusts have a finely evolved predator-evasion system, as anyone who has tried to
capture one will testify. One of the reasons that locusts are so difficult to catch is that
their visual system contains two bilateral pairs of identified neurons that respond to the
image of an approaching object. These are the lobula giant movement detectors (LGMDs),
and their postsynaptic partners, the descending contralateral movement detectors
(DCMDs) (Schlotterer 1977, Rind and Simmons 1992, Simmons and Rind 1992,
Gabbiani et.al. 2004, 2006). Because a DCMD reproduces spikes (action potentials) from
an LGMD on a 1:1 basis, their responses are the same. As an object approaches, these
cells produce a train of spikes that increases in frequency (Rind and Simmons, 1992).
These spikes excite motor and interneurons postsynaptic to the DCMD that, in flight, can
cause the locust to produce a pause in flight that is interpreted as an emergency escape
dive (Simmons, 1980, Santer et. al., 2006).
The input circuitry of the LGMD neuron has been used as inspiration for an artificial
visual system that mediates collision avoidance in robots and, more recently, in cars
(Blanchard et. al 1999, 2000, Rind and Bramwell 1996, Rind and Simmons 1999, Rind
2002, 2005, Rind et. al. 2003, 2004, Santer et. al. 2004, Yue and Rind 2005, Yue et. al.
2006a, Yue and Rind 2006a~b, 2007, 2008a~b). This LGMD-based neural network, as
adapted for use in a VLSI circuit for use in cars, can provide a robotic vision solution in
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complex environments and under extreme illumination conditions (Stafford et. al. 2007,
Yue et. al. 2006a). However, thus far it has been used only to trigger stereotyped motor
responses in a mobile robot – anti-clockwise turns or stops for example – without any
directional control relative to the direction from which a threat develops. This is a useful
and important ability in an escape system or a collision avoidance system, especially in a
robot that is intended to run autonomously.
When on the ground, real locusts escape from approaching threats by jumping. Rather
than precisely directing these jumps, locusts have a rather coarse control over their jump
direction meaning that they always jump away from an approaching object, but their
exact trajectories are highly variable (Santer et al., 2005b). In theory, this simple escape
strategy could be useful for a mobile robot to reactively avoid collision without taking a
long time to make a decision on a precise escape trajectory. In real locusts there have
been no studies of the possible role for the LGMDs or DCMDs in jump direction control
and, although there have been several on jump triggering, none has established the exact
role of the DCMD (Hatsopoulos et. al., 1995, Stafford and Rind 2007, Fotowat and
Gabbiani 2007, Santer et al 2008). However, in the escape responses of cockroaches to
wind puffs, the responses of six directionally-selective wind-sensitive giant interneurons
are integrated to give a precise control of escape direction (Levi and Camhi 2000a, 2000b,
Ezrachi et. al. 1999, Ezrachi 2003). Because locusts have a bilateral pair of LGMDs (one
responding to objects looming towards the left compound eye, the other to objects
looming towards the right compound eye, and therefore providing a coarse indication of
the direction from which an object is approaching), we wondered whether integrating the
responses of these two neurons in a similar way could result in a simple, reactive, locustlike left-right control of escape direction.
To test the effectiveness of this method of reactive direction control, we equipped
Khepera robots with a bilateral pair of model LGMD neurons and integrated their
responses using the algorithms investigated for cockroaches. We then repeated the
investigation of locust escape direction of Santer et al (2005b) using our LGMDequipped robots instead of real locusts. We found that, in our robots, a locust-like control
of escape direction was an emergent property of the integration of the left and right
LGMD model responses. We also recorded the left and right DCMD responses of a locust
performing real escape jumps and integrated these spike trains offline using the same
algorithms as in our robotic experiments (optimised for this task using a GA). Through
this method, we could use our algorithms to generate the jump direction that a locust took
in a particular trial based on its computationally-integrated DCMD responses alone.
These results significantly advance the usefulness of the LGMD model for autonomous
robot control in the real world, and indicate how simple integration algorithms can
reproduce behavioural responses.

2. Methods
In this section, we describe the construction of a locust-inspired visual collision detection
system with reactive escape direction control, robotic experiments, and agent experiments
based on spike trains recorded from the DCMDs of real locusts during escape responses.
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The reactive escape system, including the pair of LGMD models and the fusion network
that integrated their responses, together with the implementation of the system in mobile
robots, and the robotic experiments, are described in subsection 2.1; a further test of the
fusion network using DCMD activity recorded from real locusts is reported in subsection
2.2.

2.1 The reactive escape system
The reactive escape system in this study includes a collision detection system and a
coarse direction control system. The collision detection system detects imminent collision
and triggers the a reactive escape response. The coarse direction control system controls
the escape direction by integrating the outputs of the collision detection system. Once
integrated to a mobile robot, the affiliate hardware became part of the system as a whole,
as shown in Figure 1 (a). The CCD camera of the robot captures images in real time; the
images are split into two halves and fed to the left and right LGMD model (Figure 1 (b));
the LGMD model spikes are used to trigger escape; the outputs of LGMD model are also
processed by a fusion network which integrates their responses and controls the robot’s
escape direction.
2.1.1 The LGMD model
The LGMD model (Figure 1 (b)) used in this study is based on the neural network
described in Rind and Bramwell (1996), Blanchard et. al. (2000), Stafford et. al. (2004),
and Yue and Rind (2005, 2006a). The left and right LGMD share the same
spatiotemporal structure. A brief description of one of the LGMDs used in this study is
given below, but the precise details of this model’s performance in real world collision
detection applications can be found in the above references.
The LGMD model responds to movement in depth or ‘looming’. The network is
composed of four layers of cells - photoreceptor (P), excitatory (E), inhibitory (I) and
summing (S), and two single cells - feed-forward inhibition (FFI) and LGMD.
In the first layer of the neural network are the photoreceptor (P) cells which are arranged
in a matrix. The luminance Lf of each pixel in the input image at frame f is captured by
each photoreceptor cell. The change in luminance Pf between frames of the image
sequence is then calculated and forms the output of this layer. The output of a cell in this
layer is defined by the equation:
Pf ( x, y ) = L f ( x, y ) − L f −1 ( x, y )

(1)

where Pf(x,y) is the change in luminance corresponding to pixel (x,y) at frame f; x and y
are the pixel coordinates, Lf and Lf-1 are the luminance, subscript f denotes the current
frame and f-1 denotes the previous frame.
The outputs of the P cells form the inputs to two separate cell types in the next layer. One
type is the excitatory (E) cells, through which excitation is passed directly to the
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retinotopically arranged counterpart of the cell in the third layer, the S layer. The second
cell type are the lateral inhibition (I) cells, which pass inhibition, after a 1 image frame
delay, to the cells in retinotopically neighbouring positions to their own in the S layer.
The strength of inhibition delivered to a cell in this layer is given by:
I f ( x, y ) =

n

n

∑∑

i=−n j =−n

Pf −1 ( x + i, y + j ) wI (i, j ), ( i ≠ j , if i = 0)

(2)

where If(x,y) is the inhibition corresponding to pixel (x,y) at the current frame f, wI(i, j)
are the local inhibition weights, and n defines the size of the inhibited area. In our
experiments, the local inhibition weights are set to 25% for the inhibition from the four
directly neighbouring cells and 12.5% for the inhibition from the diagonally neighbouring
cells; and n was set to 1.
Excitation from the E cells and inhibition from the I cells are summed by the S cells in
layer 3 of the network using the following equation:
S f ( x, y ) = Pf ( x, y ) − I f ( x, y ) WI

(3)

where WI is the global inhibition weight and is set to 0.3 in our experiments. Excitation
that exceeds a threshold value is passed to the LGMD cell:
S f ( x, y ) if S f ( x, y ) ≥ Tr
~
S f ( x, y ) = 
if S f ( x, y ) < Tr
 0

(4)

where Tr is the threshold and is set to 15 in these experiments.
The membrane potential of the LGMD cell Uf, is the summation of all the excitation in
the S cells as described by the following equation,
k
l
~
U f = ∑∑ ( S f ( x, y )

(5)

x =1 y =1

The membrane potential Uf is then transformed to a spiking output using a sigmoid
transformation,
u f = (1 + e

−1
−U f n cell
−1

)

(6)

where ncell is the total number of cells in the S layer. Since Uf is greater than, or equal to
zero, the sigmoid membrane potential uf varies from 0.5 to 1. A collision alarm is caused
by spiking in the LGMD cell. If the membrane potential uf exceeds the threshold Ts, a
spike is produced. A certain number of successive spikes, denoted by SLGMD, will trigger
the collision alarm. In the experiments, ncell is 8,000 and Ts is 0.75.
In the absence of feed forward inhibition (FFI), the network may produce spikes and a
false collision signal when challenged by a sudden whole-field change in the visual scene,
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for example during a rapid turn (Santer et.al. 2004). The feed forward inhibition cell
negates such responses when a large number of photoreceptors are simultaneously
excited (Rind and Bramwell 1996). The FFI at a given frame is taken from the summed
output of the photoreceptor cells with one frame delay,
k

(7)

l

−1
F f = ( ∑∑ Pf −1 ( x, y ) ) ncell
x =1 y =1

Once Ff exceeds its threshold spikes in the LGMD are inhibited immediately. The
threshold of the FFI cell is set to 20.
In locusts, the LGMD’s postsynaptic partner, the DCMD, spikes with a 1:1 relationship
with the LGMD and so does a pair of DCMDs in the model.
The spikes of the pair of DCMDs are used to initiate emergent escape behaviour and are
fed to a fusion network which integrates their responses and translates them into a motor
command to control the direction of escape that the robot takes. In the next subsection we
describe these fusion networks.
2.1.2 Coarse direction control system
In the escape behaviour of cockroaches to wind puffs, the responses of six directionallyselective wind-sensitive giant interneurons are thought to be integrated to give a precise
control of escape direction (Levi and Camhi 2000a, 2000b, Ezrachi et.al. 1999, Ezrachi
2003). Here we use similar mechanisms of integration on the left and right model LGMD
responses to mimic the locust’s left-right control of escape direction. In this study we
implement two types of fusion networks to integrate the outputs from the two model
DCMDs.
One fusion network is a winner-take-all network (Roberts, 1968, Krasne and Lee, 1988,
Eaton et. al. 1991, Salzman and Newsome, 1994, Levi and Camhi 2000a), with which the
DCMD controlling a given direction of escape behaviour suppresses the other DCMD
specifying the alternative direction (Figure 1 (c)). As shown in Figure 1 (c), the spikes
from the two DCMDs are first compared at cell a. The DCMD with more spikes is the
winner and the robot/agent is prepared to turn in that direction. The emergent escape
behaviour is triggered by several (Nsp) successive spikes from either left or right DCMDs.
If the number of spikes from the left DCMD is SDl and from the right DCMD is SDr, the
escape direction can be formulated as:
S
Ddir =  Dr
S
Dl

if S Dl > S Dr &
if S

Dl

<S

Dr

&

n

∑

i =n−4
n

∑

S Dl >= N sp
S

Dr

>= N

(8)

sp

i=n−4

where n is an integer representing a spike at a time step, Nsp is an integer number, often
set to 4 or 5 empirically, depending on factors such as image frame rate per second,
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robotic control system, computing power etc. Note that in the above equation, the ‘loser’
contributes nothing to Ddir.
Occasionally, the left and right DCMD produced the same number of spikes. This would
be rare for a locust since its DCMD spikes at very high frequency, much higher than its
modelled counterpart. The DCMD model works at 25Hz or lower, so its left and right
DCMD may sometimes produce the same number of spikes at the time of escape. It is
also obvious that a mobile robot can only move on a two dimensional surface. To initiate
a successful escape in this case, a randomised direction is more practical,
Ddir =

n

R01 S Dl + (1 − R01 ) S Dr , if S Dl = S Dr & ( ∑ S Dl >= N sp or
i =n−4

n

∑

S Dr >= N sp )

(9)

i=n−4

where R01 is randomly generated binary number either 1 or 0.
A transformation needs to be done to turn spike number to robotic turn time period using
the following equation,
(10)
Tdir = λ1 Ddir
the unit of time Tdir is seconds, λ1 is a coefficient obtained experimentally. Given the
turning speed of a robot, the longer the Tdir, the bigger the escape angle Θ.
According to equation (8)-(10), if the left DCMD generates Nsp successive spikes earlier
than the right side LGMD, the robot will turn to the right side before escape because the
left DCMD is the winner. The turning angle will be decided by the time value calculated
using the above equations. This is supported by biological experiments in which locusts
begin to steer their jump with their forelegs prior to lifting off with their hindlegs (Santer
et al, 2005). In the experiments, λ1 is set to 0.1 for normal vision and 0.05 for panoramic
vision, Nsp is set to 5 for normal vision and 4 spikes for the panoramic vision because of
the lower frame rate resulting from panoramic image transformation.
The second implemented fusion network is a collaborative, or steering-wheel (Levi and
Camhi 2000b) network; this mechanism allows the two DCMD outputs to reach both
circuits controlling different escape directions but in an additive way, as shown in Figure
1 (d). In this case, the final turning angle before escape is the cummulative effects of the
two DCMD outputs in turn, that is to say, the turning angle is decided by:
Tdir = λ2 ( S Dr − S Dl )

(11)

where λ2 is also a coefficient and is set to 0.1 empirically. The same measure, i.e.
randomised escape direction as defined in equation (9), has been taken when the two
DCMDs send out the same number of spikes at the time escape behaviours starts.
In some experiments we were interested to see whether additional random factors,
representing the involvement of other neurons in triggering the escape behaviour or
motor errors, were needed to generate variability in escape trajectory. To implement an
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additional random factor into the robotic direction control system, the Tdir has to be
modified as,
TdirR = Tdir + λ3 Rr

(12)

where λ3 chosen between 0-0.5 and Rr is a random real number between 0 and 1. Note
that if λ3 is not zero, then Tdir has to be modified to maintain an equivalent length of
turning time. For example, when λ3 is 0.3, then λ1 is reset to 0.04 to keep the total
maximum turning time 0.5s; if λ3 is 0.5, then λ1 is reset to 0 to keep the total maximum
turning time 0.5s. For the robot with panoramic vision, λ3 is 0.025, then λ1 is reset to 0.10
to keep the total maximum turning time 0.25s. When the random factor is implemented,
we refer to the two fusion networks as ‘randomised winner-take-all’ or ‘randomised
steering wheel’ mechanisms.
2.1.3 Implementation
Model LGMD and fusion networks were written in Matlab® (the MathWorks, USA) and
run on a PC. Input to the paired LGMD models was from the CCD camera of a Khepera
mobile robot (K-team, Lausanne, Switzerland) (Figure 2 a, c). We used either a normal
grey scale CCD camera (field of view approx. 60 degrees, Figure 2 b) or a panoramic
vision camera (field of view is 360 degrees, Figure 2d). Communication between the PC
and the robot was via a serial port through an RS232 cable.
Images captured by the robot’s CCD camera were fed to the model LGMDs and
processed in real time. For the robot with normal vision, the size of the whole image fed
to LGMDs was 100 pixels horizontally and 80 pixels vertically. When the panoramic
vision camera was used (Figure 2 c), images were transformed from panoramic images
(Figure 2 d) into normal images (Figure 2 e) using programmes written in Matlab and
then fed to the LGMD/DCMD model for processing. The transformation involved
rearranging pixels to a different coordinate system, i.e., from a Polar to a Cartesian
coordinate system; the grey scale at each pixel remains unchanged (Figure 2 d). For the
robot with panoramic vision, the size of the whole image fed to the LGMDs was 360
pixels horizontally by 42 vertically. The LGMD spiking threshold was set to 0.6 when
panoramic vision was used.
For both camera types, the image (either directly from the camera or transformed from a
panoramic image) was divided into two bilateral halves with a 10 degree overlap in the
central region, mimicking the fields of view of insect compound eyes (Horridge 1978;
Stern and Gewecke 1993). These were each used as input to one of the LGMD models
making a left right bilateral pair as in the real locust. Examples of the outputs from the
LGMD models challenged by a rolling cylinder from two different angles are shown in
Figure 3. The robot had panoramic vision in the examples. Note that in a real world
experiment (Figure 3 a), the left and right LGMD generated different numbers of spikes
though the cylinder rolled towards the CCD directly from behind.
2.1.4 Robotic experiments
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Using robotic experiments, we wanted to determine whether a coarse, locust-like control
of escape direction could be mimicked by the integration of left-right LGMD model
responses and whether this could serve as a useful collision avoidance system for a robot
running autonomously. We used a series of robotic experiments to address this. A
Khepera II robot with normal vision and a Khepera II robot with 360 degree vision were
used in these experiments. We tested the two algorithms described above (winner-take-all
and steering wheel) for integrating its right and left model LGMD responses which have
been recently investigated for the cockroach escape system (Levi and Camhi 2000a,
2000b, Ezrachi et.al. 1999, Ezrachi 2003).
Initially we used the same rolling ball stimulus that was used to trigger directed escape
jumps in locusts by Santer et al (2005b). The ball was rolled at different angles (varying
at 5 degrees increments) toward the normal camera of a Khepera robot. Using its paired
model LGMDs and subsequent method of integration, the robot was expected to detect
the collision, turn to a direction, move along that direction for 3 seconds and stop. The
directions were then measured according to the final position of the robot to the fixed
start position. For each angle, 5 trials were conducted.
The robots’ escape behaviours were triggered by several successive LGMD model spikes,
as mentioned in the above section, e.g. 5 successive spikes for the robot with normal
vision and 4 successive spikes for the robot with panoramic vision. An infrared sensor
was also used to trigger the robot’s escape behaviour for one of the experiments, in order
to investigate the possible effects of direction control by the LGMD/DCMDs and escape
triggering by another mechanism. In this situation, the rolling ball hit a long curved strip
of white paper at the end of its approach (about 10cm long and 3cm wide folded to 1.5cm
wide cut from 8g A4 paper). This paper blocked one front infrared sensor of the robot and
was knocked away by the rolling ball, allowing the infrared sensor to detect the ball’s
approach. The infrared sensor worked at approximately 50 Hz.
Escape angles were largely determined by the robot’s turning speed and turning time
affected by some other minor random factors, such as internal system errors of the robot
and mechanical characteristics of the test bed. The turning speed of the robot was
determined by the speeds of its wheels. For the robot with normal vision, the left wheel
was set to 3.2cm/s and the right -3.2cm/s to allow the robot to turn around the centre
point between the two wheels. The turning time was set to 0.3s experimentally to ensure
the maximum turning angle was around 45 degrees. The robotic agent system can process
25 images per second in the experiments.
For the robot with 360 degrees vision, a wider range of ball approaching angles was used
in a larger series of experiments. The turning speed of the robot was set in the same way
as before but at 6.4cm/s. The turning time was set to 0.2s experimentally to ensure the
maximum turning angle is around 45 degrees. The robotic agent with panoramic vision
can process approximately 11 images per second.

2.2 Computational integration of real DCMD spike trains
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We also wanted to know whether the above fusion mechanisms can integrate real
recorded left and right DCMD spikes of a real escaping locust and reproduce its actual
escape direction. The interpretation of the real animal’s visual neuron spikes into a
motion control signal is also an important step towards a visual neuron controlled hybrid
robotic system.
In the robotic system, the maximum LGMD model spiking rate is 25 Hz for normal
vision and 11 Hz for panoramic vision. The escape behaviour of a robot is triggered by
several successive spikes. In a real locust, the maximum DCMD spiking rate is much
higher, for example, the peak firing rate can be >400 Hz. It is therefore biologically
plausible for the computational models to look at excitation resulting from the left and
right DCMDs spikes rather than counting the spikes themselves.
We use agents to represent the systems which read spike trains and output escape
directions. For example, a winner-take-all agent uses the winner-take-all algorithm to
integrate the spike trains from left and right DCMDs to generate escape directions.
Similarly, a steering wheel agent uses the steering wheel algorithm.
2.2.1 DCMD spike train recording
In locusts, the LGMD’s postsynaptic partner, the DCMD, spikes with a 1:1 relationship
with the LGMD and so by recording it, we can ascertain the locust LGMD response
(Rind, 1984). Spike trains from a real locust’s left and right DCMD neurons were
recorded as the animal performed escape jumps in response to a rolling ball stimulus as
used in Santer et al (2005b). Recordings were made using a pair of hook electrodes that
were implanted as in Santer et al (2005a). These recordings were amplified and captured
to disc using a CED micro1401 and Spike2 v 5 for Windows (Cambridge Electronic
Design). In total, we made thirteen successful recordings in which left and right DCMD
activity was clear during the performance of an escape jump. In each case, the ball
stimulus approached from a different direction and we high-speed filmed the jump of the
locust (using a Redlake, Motionscope PCI high speed camera) and recorded DCMD
spikes simultaneously (Figure 8a). The locust’s escape directions were extracted
manually (Figure 8b) from the recorded video clips.
2.2.2 Integration of real DCMD spike trains for escaping agents
We wanted to see if a similar integration strategy to the one we employed with bilateral
paired model LGMDs could integrate the DCMD responses of real locusts to reproduce
locust escape directions. In these experiments we created computational ‘agents’ that
integrated the left and right DCMD responses recorded from a freely jumping locust to
determine a direction of escape. These agents read the recorded left and right DCMD
responses as the outputs of their left and right DCMDs. They then outputted escape
trajectories by using (1) the winner-take-all model and (2) the steering wheel model as
detailed in the above section. We found that both winner-take-all model and steeringwheel model can produce escape directions similar to those taken by real locusts (Figure
8c).
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Using a genetic algorithm (GA) (Yue et. al, 2006b), we found that by manipulating
parameters such as the weights, coefficients and thresholds within the integration
algorithms of the agents, they could reproduce the escape angles actually produced by the
experimental locust in a particular trial (figure 9) from its DCMD responses alone (figure
8a). The two fine-tuned agents were able to generate escape directions with winner-takeall (figure 9a) and steering wheel (figure 9b) algorithms based on the recorded DCMD
spike trains.
The visual neurons’ spike train needs to be transformed into a slow time varying regime
in order to be executed by the motor system of the robot. The following equation turns
DCMD spikes recorded from a jumping locust into excitation of the computationally
realised motor system of an escape agent (Zhurov and Brezina 2006),
t

∑

M exL = λm
M exR = λm

i =t −t n
t

∑

i = t −t n

( S iDL e −λdc ( t −i ) )
( S iDR e −λdc ( t −i ) )

(13a)
(13b)

where t is the current time, tn is the time period from the current time back tn ms, SDL are
the left DCMD spikes within tn to t, SDR are the right DCMD spikes within tn to t, λm is a
coefficient and λdc is a decay coefficient. MexL represents excitation caused by the left
DCMD spikes and MexR represents the excitation caused by the right DCMD spikes.
For the winner-take-all agent, excitation in its motor system resulting from the spikes of
its left and right DCMDs are compared to decide the winner, and then the direction and
angle of the escape behaviour is determined by the winner, i.e. the DCMD which causes
higher excitation in the motor system wins and decides the coarse jump direction and
angle. The final calculation of a winner-take-all agent can be illustrated by,
w M
Ddir =  l exL
wr M exR

if M exL > M exR
if M exL < M exR

(14)

where wl and wr are weights for the left and right motor system. The time at which the
final calculation is conducted is tpj ms before the real recorded locust jumps. In the
experiments using winner-take-all agents, tn was 22.3ms, tpj was 93ms, λm was 38 and λdc
was 0; threshold for the excitations are 4.45 for the right and 6.63 for the left; weights are
wl = 0.217 for the left and wr = 0.852 for the right (Yue et.al 2006b). Ddir will be zero if
MexL equals MexR.
For the steering-wheel agent, the excitation caused by the DCMDs are compared at tpj ms
before the real recorded locust jumps and the reduction results (e.g., MexL-MexR) will
determine the agent’s jumping direction and angle. The final calculation of a steeringwheel agent before a jump can be formulated as,
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 w ( M exL − M exR ), if ( M exL − M exR ) > 0
Ddir =  l
wr ( M exL − M exR ), if ( M exL − M exR ) < 0

(15)

In the experiments using steering wheel agents, tn was 23.8ms, tpj was 29ms, λm was 6.7
and λdc was 0; threshold for the excitations are 4.11 for the right and 6.76 for the left;
weights are wl 0.551 for the left and wr 0.722 for the right (Yue et. al. 2006b). In rare
cases, Ddir will be zero if excitations from the two sides are equal.

3. Results
In our initial experiments we tested two mechanisms of bio-inspired left and right model
LGMD integration for the generation of locust-like escape responses. A locust’s control
of its escape direction is rather crude in that it can reliably direct its escape away from a
looming threat, but does not do so with a precise angle. The same angle of object
approach can result in a wide variation in actual escape jump trajectories (Santer et al,
2005b). Both the ‘winner-take-all’ and ‘steering wheel’ integration algorithms allowed
the mobile robot to direct its escape away from the same looming stimulus used to
stimulate locusts in a previous study (Santer et al 2005b). However, the variability in the
exact escape angles taken was very much less for the winner-take-all than steering wheel
algorithm (figure 4a, b). This is relatively simple to understand since the robot’s escape
itself was triggered by 5 consecutive model LGMD spikes, and these same spikes
generated the escape angle and therefore resulted in little variation between trials. The
little variation that did occur was likely to be a result of wheel slips and/or other motor
error by the robot. In contrast, the steering wheel model produced an unpredictable
escape angle somewhat similar to that used by the locust.
To examine whether the variation in a locust’s escape jump trajectory could be achieved
by factors external to neural image processing, we introduced a <5 degree ‘motor error’
to the robot’s escape trajectory. This was justified since locusts often slipped when
preparing to jump and motor activity in their hindlegs was highly variable (Santer et al,
2005b). As expected, this modification increased the variability in the robot’s escape
trajectory for both integration algorithms (figure 4c, d).
In the previous experiments we assumed that the LGMD response was responsible for
triggering escape but, in the locust, this may not be the case (e.g. Fotowat and Gabbiani
2007, Santer et al 2008). In our next experiments, we wanted to examine the effects of
using model LGMD responses to specify escape direction, whilst an additional,
unconnected mechanism triggered the escape itself. We therefore used the model LGMD
responses of the robot to calculate an escape trajectory that was constantly updated
throughout object approach. The escape itself was then triggered by the Khepera robot’s
infra-red sensors which we use to mimic other, unknown jump triggering mechanisms.
Here, as in the previous experiment, variability in escape trajectory was increased for
both integration algorithms but most locust-like for the steering wheel algorithm (figure 4
e, f).
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Locusts have very wide fields of view and their LGMDs have receptive fields that cover
the majority of them. In our next experiments we used a panoramic camera-equipped
robot to better mimic this situation. With such panoramic vision, the robot escaped from
the approach of a rolling ball from a wide range of angles using a very similar range of
escape angles seen for real locusts performing escape behaviours to these stimuli (figure
5 a, b). Example escape trajectories are illustrated in figure 6 where a rolling cylinder was
used to trigger escape. Randomised winner-take-all integration was used in these
experiments but steering wheel integration should produce similar results with panoramic
vision. As an example, the panoramic vision robot with steering wheel fusion network
could easily escape from an approaching human hand as shown in Figure 7.
The previous experiments indicate how an artificial agent may produce a range of locustlike escape directions based on the integrated responses of its model LGMD neurons and
a motor error factor. However, we wanted to see whether the same was possible from real
DCMD responses recorded from a jumping locust. In a real locust jumping to escape a
ball approaching from a variety of angles, we recorded 13 paired responses from the left
and right DCMDs from which spike times were digitised to produce rasters of each
response (figure 8 a). In each trial for which DCMD responses were recorded, the
approach angle of the stimulus and the locust’s jump angle were recorded (figure 8 b).
Fed with these spike trains, computational agents could produce a similar pattern of
escape directions before fine tuning of algorithm parameters (e.g. the winner-take-all
algorithm, figure 8c left, the steering-wheel algorithm, figure 8c right). By fine tuning the
parameters of the integration algorithms using a genetic algorithm, agents could produce
the escape directions more similar to those taken by the real locust in a particular trial
from its DCMD responses (figure 9a and 9b). In both cases, the mean square errors of the
escape angle produced by the fine tuned computational agents (using the real locust’s
jumping angles as targets) were low – 1.94 degree2 for the winner-take-all algorithm and
1.82 degree2 for the steering wheel algorithm. This suggested that if these spikes were fed
to robotic system in real time, the robotic agent could generate similar escape angles as a
locust did by using the above methods i.e. that these integration algorithms could
potentially reproduce details of real behaviour from sensory neuron responses.

4. Discussion
Here we have shown that the integrated responses of a bilateral pair of model LGMD
neurons can provide sufficient information about a looming object for a mobile robot to
reactively direct its escape away from the object. The algorithms used to integrate the two
model LGMD responses, can also be optimised to integrate the left and right DCMD
responses of a real jumping locust. In this way, these algorithms can mimic the escape
directions produced by a real locust on the basis of its DCMD response alone. These
results significantly advance the LGMD model as a control architecture enabling reactive
collision avoidance in an autonomous robot. They also hint at a potential role for the
DCMD neurons in the control of a locust’s escape jump direction.
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Variability in escape and avoidance responses is crucial for both animals and robots.
Variability prevents predators from leaning a repeated, fixed pattern of escape directions,
for example, cockroaches keep escape direction unpredictable by running along one of a
set of preferred trajectories at fixed angles from the direction of the threatening stimulus
(Domenici et.al. 2008) and the trajectory of locust escape jumps is rather variable (Santer
et. al. 2005). Unpredictable escape behaviour is also a critical feature for autonomous
robots of the future such as battlefield robots or physical game playing robots. In this
study, we found that integration of the model LGMD responses using a steering wheel
algorithm introduced a certain degree of inherent variability into robot escape directions,
even assuming that the direction specified by this algorithm could be perfectly translated
into behaviour with no error. We found this variability to be somewhat similar to that
reported for the escape jumps of real locusts (Santer et. al. 2005b). However, we found
that the winner-take-all algorithm did not confer any inherent variability in escape
directions. We introduced this variability by adding an artificial motor error to the robot’s
response. Potentially, a similar random factor may introduce variability into the escape
jumps of real locusts since their hindlegs can sometimes fail to grip the substrate
adequately during a jump (Santer et.al. 2005b). The links between visual neurons and the
motor/interneurons controlling the locust escape jumps are largely unknown, but both of
our integration algorithms appear to be suitable for mimicking the locust’s escape
behaviour and its variability for a mobile robot. They may also indicate interesting
avenues for neuroethological research into the control of escape direction in real locusts.
Our algorithms integrated left and right LGMD model responses to confer a coarse,
locust-like control of escape direction. These algorithms are based on those proposed for
the control of cockroach escape responses. Like locusts, cockroaches also direct their
escape away from approaching threats (e.g. Levi and Camhi 2000a, 2000b, Ezrachi et.al.
1999, Ezrachi 2003, Domenici et.al. 2008). To do this, they rely on wind movements
detected at the cerci and exciting three bilateral pairs of directionally-selective, windsensitive giant interneurons. These cells are each responsive to wind currents arising from
a certain area of space around the cerci, and a collaborative calculation based on the spike
numbers in each allows the cockroach to accurately direct its escape at a predictable
angle away from the approaching stimulus (although it has now been reported that a
range of trajectories are possible; Domenici et.al. 2008). Since our robot (and real locusts)
possessed only a single bilateral pair of LGMDs, integration of their responses as in the
cockroach giant interneurons meant that less directional information was available for
precise direction control. However, this did provide sufficient information for a similar
left-right jump direction control as seen in real locusts escaping looming threats. If the
DCMDs are involved in escape direction control in real locusts, this might help to explain
why the locust’s escape behaviour is rather coarsely directed, whilst that of the cockroach
is more precisely and accurately directed.
For our mobile robot, the bio-inspired integration of model LGMD responses allowed
effective escape under a diverse range of conditions that included approaching objects of
different colours, shapes and materials. This is a distinctive feature of artificial visual
systems based on real, motion-sensitive neurons (e.g. Yue and Rind, 2005, 2006a and
2006b). Collision detection is a very important skill that ensures successful navigation for
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mobile robots and has been a difficult task to achieve with limited computing power (e.g.
Adams 1998, Everettt 1995, Fiala and Basu 2004, DeSouza and Kak 2002, Vahidi and
Eskandarian 2003, Manduchi et. al. 2005, and Grandchallenge 2005). Recent explorations
of using biologically –inspired neural mechanisms to achieve this provided unique and
robust solutions for robotic navigation (e.g. Blanchard and Rind 1999 and 2000, Harrison
and Koch 2000, Iida 2003, Huber et. al. 1999, Webb and Reeve 2003, Nishio et. al. 2004,
Yue and Rind 2006a and 2007). The approach we tested here demonstrates the ability of
the bio-inspired visual neural system to trigger and direct the escape behaviours of mobile
robots. The reactive escape system could be easily implemented in other type of robot as
one of the basic robotic skills to allow interaction with humans and with dynamic local
environments.
Previous studies have shown that lateral and feedforward inhibition are capable of
preventing a model LGMD response to translating, rather than looming, objects (Rind
and Bramwell 1996, Santer et.al. 2004, Yue and Rind 2006b). However, in our
experiments a robot escape behaviour could occasionally be triggered by fast translating
motion very close to the robot’s camera since this generates a large amount of excitation
(although not enough to activate feed forward inhibition). Future study will be needed to
investigate the influence of fast translating motion to the escape behaviour of a robot,
although we expect the ideal solution to this problem to lie within the model LGMD
architecture, rather than our integration algorithms.
Using our integration algorithms on DCMD spike trains recorded from a real locust
performing escape jumps revealed that these algorithms could produce similar patterns of
escape direction to the ones that the locust actually took before optimisation, and could
reproduce these angles with increased accuracy afterwards. This does not mean that the
locust actually relies on these or similar algorithms, but does indicate that the algorithms
can reproduce behaviour from sensory neuron responses, and that, potentially, this would
allow direct, real-time control of robot movements from neural activities. This has
exciting implications for areas of cybernetic research such as prosthetic limb design
where integration architectures may need to be designed to reproduce behaviour from
recorded nerve impulses. It is important to note, however, that although the processing
we describe here is a feasible way to reproduce the locust’s escape direction on the basis
of LGMD model, or real DCMD responses, it is clear that the processing occurring in the
nervous systems of real locusts is likely more complex. Locusts also possess another pair
of large motion-detecting neurons similar to the LGMDs – these are the LGMD2s. The
LGMD2s are not excited by the approach of light objects but specifically respond to the
movement of edges in the light to dark direction (Rind 1984, Simmons & Rind 1997).
LGMD2 may provide more information about the trajectory or orientation of an
approaching object, and may affect the control of escape direction. Systematic
investigation of the LGMD2 and its role in escape direction control will be an important
avenue for future biological and robotic research.

5. Conclusion
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In the above sections, we demonstrated a bio-inspired escape system with an emergent
control of direction, based on the fusion of a pair of locust-inspired visual neural
networks (LGMD/DCMDs). We showed that this is a feasible and robust way for a
mobile robot to successfully initiate visually triggered escape directed away from a
developing threat. Sharing the common distinctive robust features of motion sensitive
neural networks, the system allows the mobile robot to run away from approaching
objects when collisions are imminent, regardless of the colour, shape or physical
characteristics of these objects. Our experiments also show that the same integration
mechanisms could fuse recorded real DCMD spike trains into similar pattern of escape
directions to the one a locust used, showing that the locust DCMD, or other neurons,
could be used to control a robotic system directly.
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic illustration of the emergent escape direction control system of a mobile
robot. (b) The schematic structure of the pair of LGMD/DCMD and the fusion network which
controls the escape direction of the robot; the spikes of the DCMDs may be used to trigger escape
and be fused to control escape direction. (c) The schematic structure of a winner-take-all fusion
network integrates the left and right DCMD’s outputs and generates a preferred direction at each
time. The’ winner’ of the two DCMDs takes control of the motor system; the ‘loser’ contributes
nothing to the coarse direction control. (d) The brief structure of a steering wheel fusion network.
It allows left and right DCMDs to affect the left and right motor simultaneously. Both of the two
DCMDs contribute to the coarse direction control.
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Figure 2. (a) The Khepera II robot with normal grey scale CCD camera sitting in front of a track,
a ball with diameter at 95mm is used in this experiment. (b) An example image from the CCD
camera with normal vision. (c) The Khepera II robot with 360 degrees panoramic vision used in
the experiments. (d) An example image from the CCD camera with panoramic vision. (e) An
example of the transformed images from the panoramic vision camera. The black ball was
towards the back of the robot. (f) The defined angles for the robot with normal vision where zero
degrees is the front. (g) The defined angles for the robot with panoramic vision where zero
degrees is the front.
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Figure 3. The excitation level, spikes and threshold of the left and right LGMD implemented in
the robotic agent’s visual-motor system. Winner-take-all and panoramic vision were used in these
examples. (a) A cylinder approached the robot from behind. The right side LGMD reached five
spikes early. The robot turned to its left side and moved away to the left. (b) The cylinder
approached the robot from behind and to its left. The left LGMD responded early with five
successive spikes. The robot turned right and moved away to the right.
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Figure 4. The robotic agent escape angle versus ball approach angle with different visual-motor
models fusing the spikes from the left and right LGMD/DCMD of the Khepera robot with normal
vision. Six trials were conducted per angle in the above experiments. The robot had a normal
CCD camera. The escape behaviours were triggered by LGMD/DCMD spikes unless stated
otherwise. (a) Winner-take-all model. (b) Steering wheel model. (c). Winner-take-all model with
artificially introduced random factor. (d) Steering wheel model with artificially introduced
random factor. (e) Winner-take-all model without artificially introduced random factor; the
escape behaviour was triggered by infrared sensors. (f) Steering wheel model without artificially
introduced random factor, the escape behaviour was triggered by infrared sensors.
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Figure 5. (a) The escape direction of the robot when challenged with a ball approaching from
different angles. Randomised winner-take-all was used to fuse the spikes from the left and right
DCMDs of the Khepera II robot. The robot had panoramic vision. Five trials were conducted per
angle. (b) Locust jumping directions when challenged with rolling balls approaching at different
angles (Santer et. al. 2004)
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Figure 6. The escape trajectory of the robotic agent when challenged with a rolling cylinder from
45 degrees, 180 degrees and 160 degrees respectively. Winner-take-all was used in the
experiments. Arrows represent the approach direction of the cylinder. (a) A sample image taken
during the experiments. The robot was put at the centre of a Cartesian coordinate system with its
front aligned to the black arrow at the bottom of the image. The cylinder was covered by
irregular textures, such as dots, stripes, and black stickers. (b) The cylinder approaching from
180 degrees behind the robot, model with introduced random factor. (c) The cylinder
approaching from 160 degrees, or behind and left of the robot, model with introduced random
factor. (d) The cylinder approached from 180 degree, behind the robot, model without random
factor. (e) The cylinder approached from 290 degree, or left back of the robot, model without
random factor. (f) The cylinder approached from 45 degree, or left front of the robot, model
without random factor.
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Figure 7. Sample images of the robotic agent escaping from an approaching hand. The number
under each image is the frame number. The robotic agent used a pair of LGMD/DCMD to extract
visual cues and a steering wheel model to fuse the cues. The escape behaviour was triggered by
five successive spikes from a DCMD (right side DCMD apparently). The escape direction was
controlled by the steering wheel fusion network. The turning speed is set to 6.4cm/s for left and 6.4cm/s for the right wheel in this experiment.
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Figure 8. (a) The left and right DCMD spikes from a locust in thirteen trials during experiments
in which a ball was delivered along a track from different angles. Spikes were plotted within a
600ms time window starting at the first recorded spike. The vertical green bars indicate the time
when locusts jumped. The time of jump was measured from synchronised high speed video
recordings. The corresponding ball approach directions from top to bottom subplots in degree
are: 77.01, 326.87, 356.91, 112.93, 281.99, 221.28, 251.19, 91.01, 228.05, 342.01, 46.09, 207.10,
and 222.20. The corresponding jumping angles in degrees are: -16.12, 11.87, 10.94, -4.10, 0.57, 0.43, 0.84, -10.21, -0.71, 24.87, -13.24, 1.72, 7.69. (b) The locust jumping direction versus visual
stimulus approach angle from the thirteen trials. (c) A winner-take-all agent generated escape
direction versus the real locust’s before fine tune (left); a steering-wheel agent generated escape
direction versus the real locust’s before fine tune (right).
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Figure 9. A comparison of jumping directions after fine tuning. (a) A winner-take-all agent versus
the real locust. (b) A steering wheel agent versus the real locust. If mean square error (mse) is
used to evaluate the difference between agent- produced jumping angles and the real locust’s
jumping angles, the mse of the winner take all agent is 1.94 degree2 and the steering wheel agent
is 1.82 degree2.
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